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ORIGINALITY KEYS
APPENDIX D

Key 1 Original Responses To $H_2$

1. deep pit (or responses involving depth)
2. hole in a tree trunk
3. mud or dirt on the palm
4. mountain
5. seat of a Rishi (Hindu Rishis used either Krishnajina or deer skin as a seat) "where Rishi sits"
6. blood solidifying
7. forests
8. smell coming from a rose
9. stamp impression
10. wheel of a bus
11. when rocket roars into the sky
12. bird's nest
13. when water is vigorously whirled round in a vessel
14. decorative hair put-up
15. paddy field laden with crops
16. gramophone plate
17. white phosphorous in Kerosene
18. house surrounded by floods
19. sand sedimented after the flow of water
20. sand deposited due to blowing wind
21. statue in a temple (garbhagudi) (sanctum sanctorum)
22. circular way-up
23. weights kept one over the other
24. plants grown in the trunk of a tree
25. land just ploughed
26. peacock feather
27. cloth (net) of a sound box
28. palette (used by artists)
29. centre of the earth
30. ship in danger (in water)
31. a valley
32. glowing red-hot-pile of coal
33. marks made on wet floor where it was swept
34. wing of a butterfly
35. thatched roof
36. a basket knit out of a fibrous creeper
37. impressions of movement of a fly from the glue pot
38. a wound
39. soap layer formed on soap solution (or such other formation)
40. oil spread on water and its colour
41. paper after burning
42. layer on lime water
43. snake-skin rejected
44. mica layers
45. mirror
46. light-emerging through a hole
47. glaring
48. ringlets (formation of hair) at the top-back portion of head
49. tearful eye
50. illuminated floor
51. forts with palace in the middle
52. milk spread on the dirty floor
53. formation of thoughts during happiness
54. burnt-thread
55. 'can you show me a way?'
56. sweater woven
57. armature (of a dynamo)
58. probably the coil of wire
59. tongue
60. temple
61. water on mirror
62. face with a laugh
63. cake roasted in excess
64. symbol of fear
65. piles in the bottom of feet
66. culprit's finger print
67. help me! snakes!
68. bed being dried.
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Key 2 Original Responses To Ig

1. movement (other than 'falling down')
2. hanging creepers
3. mirror on stand
4. fruit with cracks
5. moon next to new moon day
6. sparks from fire
7. rain lashing at
8. 'chakkuli' falling from the large spoon
   (as it is being lifted from the oil)
9. animal (sleeping)
10. sulphur sticks
11. bearded sanyasi
12. folds or wrinkles of a wet cloth
13. marks on the ground after sweeping
14. face with his tongue stretched out
15. skin of a plantain fruit
16. heeling slip
17. ear of corn
18. hand with fingers folded
19. gloves
20. male and female birds sitting together
21. rain bow
22. a vegetable known as lady's finger
23. remains of a dead body
24. head of a horse decorated with head dress
25. stone edicts
26. flag
27. married couple
28. wind blowing fast
29. a procession
30. arrangement for standing in 'Q'
31. police with the culprit
32. mouth of a crocodile
33. hole in a tree trunk where the bird resides
34. vessel cracked into by an arrow
35. scratches made by cat's claw
36. balls
37. tents
38. impressions of a vehicle on the road
39. impressions by earth warms
40. fish jumping out in water
41. women in burkha
42. umbrella half open
43. rays bent while passing through water
44. cracking up dry fruits
45. hairs flying in the air
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Key 2 Original Responses To $P_2$

(Continued)

46. explosion
47. bathing
48. dust rising up (as vehicles pass along)
49. object pierced by a weapon
50. a bird in a grass-field
51. beard (not 'hairs')
52. animals looking
53. trail of smoke left
54. ornament
55. water falling on a turbine
56. bird dipping its beak into a vessel containing water
57. man on the moon
58. getting down into the well
59. thorn pierced into the sole (bottom of the foot)
60. locks of hair
61. lightning
62. comet
63. broom used for sweeping roads
64. man (face) suffering from colds
65. lock and a key bunch
66. fire in the forest
67. modern girls
68. a woman walking with the end of her sari flying (making wavy motion) in the air
69. honey bee and the flower
70. wounded face
71. clouds hiding the moon
72. a miles or a furlong stone
73. animal with its mouth open
74. nut cracking
75. a bed bug
76. broken eye
77. man's face covered by his hands
78. a cock calling
79. veena
80. unity
81. applying 'surma' (a black paste applied to the dyes)
82. horns of animals
83. sail of a ship
84. cleavage.
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Key 3 Original Responses To D

1. surprise (and other feelings)
2. one beating two with a stick
3. the twins
4. peeping
5. bundled sticks
6. laugh
7. figure seen on the moon
8. ploughing
9. shelter of a snake
10. bubble in water
11. racing horses
12. 'gada' - weapon used in India in ancient days in war
13. congress symbol
14. one who is wearing spectacles
15. the smokers
16. lotuses
17. the lamps
18. the owls
19. water splashed due to stone fallen into
20. 'Kosu' (vegetable: cabbage)
21. flower buds
22. women carrying a pot
23. instrument (musical) used by the snake charmers
24. kites
25. kangaroo or ziraffe
26. brothers
27. baking flesh on fire
28. signs of famine
29. poor children of India
30. pillars of a palace
31. forest
32. comet
33. fishes moving fast
34. a family
35. three members
36. pregnant woman
37. two flowers of a single branch
38. wind due to moving objects
39. fruit hanging from the tree
40. ash tray
41. breasts
42. "thorana" (door decoration)
43. reflected image in water
44. animal standing on its two hind legs
45. a temple (part of)
46. creepers hanging down from a tree
47. birds of the earth looking at stars
48. carrying luggage or bundles
49. preparing a rope
50. 'ganda bharunda' (a mythical bird with two heads)
51. decorated end of plaits
52. offspring coming out of an egg
53. syndicate bank (counters)
54. husband consoling wounded wife
55. two animals vomitting
56. animals looking at fire with fear
57. two persons boasting about their stomach
58. clouds rising due to fear of fire
59. mother's breasts waiting for the child
60. children suffering from liver disease
61. hanging snakes (not simply 'snakes')
62. collapsed tin
63. bell tied to a cat
64. a bus coming on a dusty road
65. two men climbing a hill
66. 'sari's displayed in 'a cloth emporium'
67. bulks spreading light
68. snake charmers
69. high jump: competition
70. performing homa (hindu ritual with fire)
71. reflection of trees in water
72. things seen in night - darkness
73. drinking while singing
74. hands up
75. watches
76. 'let us live together'
77. 'when friends meet'
78. singing
79. lovers
80. nude dance by Brahma pisachis (witches-ghosts)
81. 'danger' signal
82. min of flowers
83. novel pairs
84. deva dhundhubhi (voice of god)
85. are they sisters?
86. resting rabbits
87. symbol of movie-maker
88. delivery (giving birth)
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Key 4 Original Responses To B

1. depth and related responses
2. tents
3. cloth being stitched into
4. graph paper or graphs
5. sulphur needles
6. chess board
7. house of the poor
8. poles falling one over the other
9. furniture
10. road on the other side of the wall
11. boat or ship on the other side of structure
12. railway gate or jailgate
13. design made by purohits
14. strings of a musical instrument
15. crossed cheque
16. honey comb
17. ship in the bottom of the sea
18. broken glasses
19. lift
20. handloom
21. debris of house
22. bathing ghats
23. park
24. wires taken above the water
25. shadows of poles and sticks of the roof
26. flag, a political symbol
27. net tied across for games
28. land plots on the slope of a mountain
29. gate and the house
30. ventilation system
31. camera
32. carpenter has gone for his lunch
33. post card
34. bus running on the road and electric wires
35. match box
36. a leather piece
37. bottom of a shoe or chappal
38. balcony of the house
39. bones of the chest
40. arranging in yarn before starting weaving
41. glaring of a 5 ps. coin
42. mirror dropped (broken glass)
43. muma mother dividing things for children
44. post office
45. where people get tickets
46. my field.
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Kay 5 Original Responses To $c_4$

1. cone shaped large funnel used in flour mills
2. wheel turning behind God
3. 'gada' of Bhima
4. lamp (Arati and Niranjan)
5. signal
6. plantain (cut-half)
7. coconut (cut-half)
8. parachute
9. bugari (the top)
10. broom - stick
11. 'tala' - musical instrument
12. police cap
13. the key
14. fist
15. the pillar
16. the stamp (instrument used for stamping)
17. nose of a pencil
18. anvil
19. parachute and the man (the paratrooper)
20. space ship of a rocket
21. bus stop
22. screw driver
23. spindles
24. net to cover the mouth of the cow
25. trumpet
26. birds nest
27. lavatory
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Key 6 Original Responses To A

1. flower (bloom)
2. betal nut being cracked into in a nut cracker
3. the eye
4. the umbrella
5. wheel of a cycle
6. garland for a skeleton
7. wall clock
8. head with a cap
9. head and hairs
10. mirror
11. swimming fish
12. rocket moving up
13. the roof
14. pen with a filler
15. the medal
16. water flowing on both sides of a stone
17. fruit of cotton
18. flying seed
19. ship in the mouth of a whale
20. clock tower
21. man in the hut
22. wearing the bangle
23. banana (with its skin removed)
24. bathing under a tap
25. horn (sounding) of a bus
26. lavanga (clove)
27. tongue stretched out.
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Key 7 Original Responses To $c_3$

1. sign of good-luck
2. beat of a drum
3. war drum
4. doll play
5. liquid flowing out from a cut fruit
6. broken funnel
7. bird's head and beak
8. a stand
9. butterfly net
10. crown
11. roof
12. wind cock
13. direction of the wind
14. eye
15. window
16. tomb
17. needle used as liver to remove the lid
18. woman with a cap
19. wax-melting
20. flag
21. ice candy
22. belt and a wheel (or charaka)
23. cloth and a needle
24. man with his hand on his head
25. man lifting with one hand
26. weeping eye.
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Key 8 Original Responses To A 5

1. hero of a story
2. proud buffalo
3. man beheaded
4. ears of corn
5. board on a stand
6. circus ring
7. part of a garland (being woven)
8. 'noses' under 'touch'
9. 'noses' of an inspector with its whiskers
10. nose of an aeroplane (i.e. propeller)
11. calipers
12. dancing man
13. pulley
14. shirt hung from a stand
15. mirror on stand
16. the file (Indian type with a wheel)
17. the swords
18. parading soldier
19. doing exercises
20. the lock
21. the girl
22. stick held by a cutting plier
23. advertisement
24. the graduate
25. woman carrying some thing
26. the drunkard
27. pregnant lady
28. design using bangle-pieces
29. lavatory
30. man hanged
31. rat eating a fruit in a cage
32. target
33. knife through the neck (magic)
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Key 9 Triplet Solutions To CRM III Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T S</td>
<td>B K E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y K</td>
<td>S Q P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Key 10 Model solutions to example-ikhm
of CRM IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24578</th>
<th>2 × 7 = 14</th>
<th>8 ÷ 2 = 4</th>
<th>2 × 5 = 7</th>
<th>7 ÷ 7 = 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 - 4 = 10</td>
<td>4 + 4 = 8</td>
<td>1 × 8 = 8</td>
<td>1 × 5 = 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 ÷ 5 = 2</td>
<td>8 - 7 = 1</td>
<td>8 - 4 = 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 + 8 = 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>